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Capacity of 3D Erasure Networks Cheol Jeong, Member, IEEE, and Won-Yong Shin, Senior Member, IEEE



Abstract— In this paper, we introduce a large-scale 3D erasure network, where n wireless nodes are randomly distributed in a cuboid of nλ × nμ × nν with λ + μ + ν = 1 for λ, μ, ν > 0, and completely characterize its capacity scaling laws. Two fundamental path-loss attenuation models (i.e., exponential and polynomial power-law models) are used to suitably model an erasure probability for packet transmission. Then, under the two erasure models, we introduce a routing protocol using percolation highway in 3D space, and then analyze its achievable throughput scaling laws. It is shown that, under the two erasure models, the aggregate throughput scaling nmin{1−λ,1−μ,1−ν} can be achieved in the 3D erasure network. This implies that the aggregate throughput scaling n2/3 can be achieved in 3D cubic √ erasure networks, while n can be achieved in 2D square erasure networks. The gain comes from the fact that, compared with 2D space, more geographic diversity can be exploited via 3D space, which means that generating more simultaneous percolation highways is possible. In addition, cut-set upper bounds on the capacity scaling are derived to verify that the achievable scheme based on the 3D percolation highway is order-optimal within a polylogarithmic factor under certain practical operating regimes on the decay parameters. Index Terms— Capacity scaling law, cut-set upper bound, erasure network, geographic diversity, percolation highway, three-dimensional (3D) network.



I. I NTRODUCTION HE Internet evolves into the next phase: the network consisting of smart devices equipped with sensors and radio frequency transceivers, connected to the Internet for sharing information with each other, which is known as the Internet of Things (IoT). Such smart devices are used for smart home, smart building, smart metering, etc. For example, home appliances are connected to wireless networks so that a user controls its home appliances remotely. In a smart building, heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and lighting are automatically controlled. Utilizing a smart metering where utility meters such as electricity, water, and gas are reported to the data center, not only customers can save energy but also energy
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suppliers can help better serve their customers. Machine-tomachine (M2M) or machine-type communications [1] has recently received a lot of attention as an enabling technology of IoT. As a massive number of devices participate in M2M communications, a study on the capacity scaling law has been taken into account as one of the most challenging issues in understanding a fundamental limit on the network throughput and its asymptotic trend with respect to the number of devices. One can obtain remarkable insights into the practical design of a protocol by characterizing such a capacity scaling behavior. A. Previous Work In [2], the throughput scaling for Gaussian channels was originally introduced and characterized in a large wireless ad hoc network where nodes are distributed in two-dimensional (2D) space. √ It was shown that the aggregate throughput scales as ( n/ log n) in a network having n nodes randomly distributed in a unit area.1 This throughput scaling is achieved using the nearest-neighbor multihop (MH) routing scheme (also known as the Gupta–Kumar routing scheme). MH schemes were further studied and analyzed in [4]–[9]. In√[4], the aggregate throughput scaling was improved to ( n) using percolation theory, which newly models the connectivity of wireless networks. It was shown that a hierarchical cooperation (HC) strategy [10]–[12] achieves an almost linear throughput scaling, i.e., (n 1− ) for an arbitrarily small  > 0, in the Gaussian network model. In addition, in Gaussian networks of unit area, there has been a lot of research to improve the aggregate throughput up to a linear scaling by using novel techniques such as networks with node mobility [13], interference alignment [14], directional antennas [15]–[17], and infrastructure support [18]–[24]. The aforementioned studies focused only on 2D wireless networks. In cities such as Manhattan, where there exist a number of skylines, however, all kinds of nodes such as sensors, meters, appliances, and traffic lights can be located in three-dimensional (3D) space. Hence, in such a scenario, assuming a 3D network is rather suitable. A large-scale, low-cost wireless sensor network testbed was deployed in Singapore and the inter-floor connectivity was tested [25]. The Zigbee-based IoT was investigated in 3D terrains [26]. It is thus envisioned that 3D wireless networks will receive much more attention in M2M communications. In 3D Gaussian networks, there have been a few studies in the literature [27]–[30] 1 We use the following notation: i) f (x) = O(g(x)) means that there exist positive constants B and b such that f (x) ≤ Bg(x) for all x > b,



f (x) ii) f (x) = o(g(x)) means that lim x→∞ g(x) = 0, iii) f (x) = (g(x)) if g(x) = O( f (x)), iv) f (x) = w(g(x)) if g(x) = o( f (x)), and v) f (x) = (g(x)) if f (x) = O(g(x)) and g(x) = O( f (x)) [3].
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regarding the throughput scaling analysis. In [27], the capacity was analyzed under both Protocol and Physical Models when n nodes are distributed in a sphere. A more general physical model was employed in [28] to better characterize the throughput from an information-theoretic point of view. In [29], it was shown that per-node throughput scales as O((log n)3 /n 1/3 ) using Maxwell’s physics of wave propagation in a 3D network where nodes are located inside a sphere. Similarly as in the 2D network scenario [4], per-node throughput scaling of (1/n 1/3) was shown to be achieved using percolation theory in a cubic network [30]. Besides the Gaussian channel setup, another fundamental class of channel models is an erasure network, originally introduced in [31], where signals are either successfully delivered or completely lost. This erasure channel model is well suited for packetized systems where all information in a packet may be lost due to the errors. The erasure channel plays an important role in information theory and coding theory [32], [33]. This is because, by modelling each communication channel in wireless networks as a memoryless erasure channel, one can easily tackle a long-standing open problem, corresponding to the capacity region for general Gaussian multiterminal networks (see [34], [35], and references therein). In largescale wireless networks, the erasure probability will increase as the physical distance between one transmitter and its intended receiver increases since the link quality between the two nodes is degraded with distance. To incorporate this phenomenon into the erasure channel model, one can use either an exponential or polynomial decay model in computing the path-loss attenuation. In 2D erasure networks, the capacity scaling law was studied under the exponential decay model [36], [37], while the results in [38]–[40] assumed the polynomial powerlaw model in analyzing the capacity scaling law. In [31], it was shown that network coding at intermediate nodes is needed to achieve the capacity region in a wireless erasure network, where each node transmits linear combinations of the received non-erased symbols. However, network coding does not further improve the throughput performance in large-scale networks as long as scaling laws are concerned [39], [41]. In other words, MH routing, which is a simple packet-forwarding scheme, is order-optimal in largescale erasure networks. In [41], the benefits of feedback were also demonstrated, thereby allowing an extremely simple coding scheme. In contrast to the network coding in [31], a simple acknowledgement-based feedback from the destination enables us to eliminate the requirement for sending any side information including the erased locations in a packet [41]. Adding such a feedback, however, does not fundamentally change the throughput scaling law, compared to the case where no feedback is allowed. B. Contributions In this paper, we introduce a general erasure network in 3D space, where n wireless ad hoc nodes are randomly distributed in a cuboid of n λ × n μ × n ν with λ + μ + ν = 1 having unit node density for λ, μ, ν > 0. We also completely characterize its capacity scaling laws. In the Gaussian channel
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model, both upper and lower bounds on the capacity were shown in a 3D cubic network [28], but it still remains open how to further bridge the gap between the two bounds and then how to characterize the capacity scaling. To the best of our knowledge, the information-theoretic capacity scaling has never been analyzed before for 3D erasure networks. We start by introducing two fundamental path-loss attenuation models (i.e., exponential and polynomial power-laws) to suitably model an erasure probability for packet transmission. As in [36] and [39], inspired by the Physical model [2] under wireless Gaussian networks, we use the finite-field additive interference model in erasure networks. A percolation highway in 3D space is then introduced to analyze our achievable throughput scaling laws under the two practical erasure models. Specifically, a highway system consisting of percolation highways in horizontal and vertical directions over 2D networks is extended to the 3D network configuration where there exist percolation highways in three Cartesian directions. It is shown that, under both erasure models, the aggregate throughput scaling n min{1−λ,1−μ,1−ν} can be achieved. This result reveals that, in a cubic network (i.e., λ = μ = ν = 13 ), the aggregate throughput scaling (n 2/3 ) can be achieved under both erasure models. We explicitly show how to operate our percolation-based highway routing based on a time-division multiple access (TDMA) scheme, which is not straightforward since finding the appropriate number of required time slots is essential for obtaining the above scaling result. We remark that this √scaling is greater than the aggregate throughput scaling ( n) achievable in 2D square erasure networks. This is because, compared to 2D space, more geographic diversity can be exploited via 3D geolocation, which indicates that constructing more simultaneous end-to-end percolation highways is possible. In addition, to verify the optimality of the achievable scheme, we derive upper bounds on the capacity scaling for each pathloss attenuation model by using the max-flow min-cut theorem. It is shown that our upper bound matches the achievable throughput scaling within a polylogarithmic factor for all operating regimes under the exponential decay model and for α > 3 under the polynomial decay model, where α is the decay parameter for the polynomial decay model. The capacity scaling law in a 3D erasure network of unit volume (i.e., a dense network model) is also characterized. Our main contributions are threefold as follows: • We introduce a generalized 3D erasure network whose size is n λ × n μ × n ν with λ + μ + ν = 1 and propose a constructive achievable scheme, i.e., a percolation-based 3D highway routing. • We explicitly show our TDMA scheme by deriving the minimum number of required time slots to achieve the order optimality. • We derive cut-set upper bounds on the capacity scaling, where both upper and lower bounds are of the same order within a polylogarithmic factor under a certain condition. C. Organization The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the system and channel models are described. The routing
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protocol based on percolation highways is presented in Section III. Achievable throughput scaling laws are derived for both exponential and polynomial decay models in Section IV. Cut-set upper bounds on the capacity scaling are then derived in Section V. Extension to the dense network scenario is discussed in Section VI. Finally, we summarize the paper with some concluding remark in Section VII. II. S YSTEM AND C HANNEL M ODELS Consider a 3D wireless network where n wireless nodes are uniformly and independently distributed in a cuboid of n λ × n μ × n ν with λ + μ + ν = 1 having unit node density for λ, μ, ν > 0 (i.e., an extended network [4], [10]). We randomly pick source–destination pairings so that each node is the destination of exactly one source. The channel between any two nodes is modelled as a memoryless erasure channel with erasure events over all channels being independent. We consider two models of erasure probability ki between nodes i and k: the exponential decay model [36], [37] and the polynomial decay model [39], [40]. In the exponential decay model such that the probability of successful transmission decays exponentially with a distance between two nodes, it follows that ki = 1 − γ dki ,



(1)



where 0 < γ < 1 is the decay parameter for the exponential decay model and dki is the distance between nodes i and k. As another important model, the erasure probability can be modeled as a polynomial power-law model in which the probability of successful transmission decays polynomially with a distance between two nodes. In this case, the erasure probability is given by ki = 1 −



1 α , dki



(2)



where α > 0 is the decay parameter for the polynomial decay model. Due to the broadcast nature of the wireless medium, under the finite-field additive interference model [36], [39],2 the received symbol at node k is given by  yk = ηki x i , i∈I



where I is the set of simultaneously transmitting nodes, ηki is a Bernoulli random variable that takes the value 0 with probability ki or 1 with probability 1 − ki , and x i is a single symbol chosen at node i from the finite-field alphabet X . The output yk is the sum of all unerased symbols. It is assumed that each erased packet does not contribute to any interference since the packet can be successfully decoded due to the long packet length and robust channel coding if the received signal power is sufficiently high. If a packet is erased at a certain receiver, then it will be retransmitted from the receiver to the desired transmitter to 2 While it has not been clearly studied in the literature what interference



means for erasure channels, the finite-field additive interference model that incorporates the broadcast property into the erasure channel was introduced in [36] and [39].



Fig. 1.



The tessellation of a cuboid network.



ensure the successful packet delivery based on the acknowledgements of an automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocol. For analytical convenience, we do not incorporate such a feedback mechanism into our setting since it does not fundamentally affect the achievability results as long as scaling laws are concerned. III. ROUTING P ROTOCOL It was shown that the nearest-neighbor MH routing is orderoptimal under the polynomial decay model in 2D erasure networks [39]. On the other hand, the nearest-neighbor MH routing is not sufficient in achieving the optimal capacity under the exponential decay model since the probability of successful transmission decreases exponentially in distance dki between two nodes while per-hop distance (i.e., the distance between nodes in adjacent routing cells) increases logarithmically, thus resulting in a huge throughput degradation. Alternatively, in [36], the percolation-based routing was applied under the exponential decay model. In our 3D erasure network setup, we also introduce a routing protocol based on the 3D percolation highway for both polynomial and exponential decay models. A. Review on Percolation-Based Highway Routing The routing protocol based on the percolation model [4] is briefly reviewed. When water percolates through one stone, the stone can be modelled as a square grid, in which each edge is open with probability p and traversed by the water and is closed otherwise. A wireless ad hoc network can also be modelled in a similar fashion. A grid edge is open when there exists at least one wireless transmitter(s) in the position corresponding to the edge. Otherwise, it is closed. The open percolating paths can be treated as a wireless backbone, named a highway system, that conveys data packets across the network. The source nodes access the highway system using single-hop transmission, and then the information is carried via MH transmission using the highway system across the network. B. Highway System Let us introduce a highway system in our 3D network. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the cuboid is partitioned into subcubes si of constant side length c > 0, independent
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Fig. 2.
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The construction of the percolation model along the x-z plane.



of n. Let X (si ) denote the number of nodes inside si , which 3 follows the binomial distribution with parameters n and cn . For the situation in which n is large, the binomial distribution can be well-approximated by a Poisson distribution with parameter c3 . Thus, similarly as in [4], [8], [10], and [24], the probability that a subcube contains at least one node is given by p := Pr{X (si ) ≥ 1} ≈ 1 − e



−c3



n→∞



.



j



lim Pr{Nx z,z ≤ δ log m x } = 0, j



j



Similarly, Vx z can be partitioned into rectangles Rx z,z of sides c(κ log m x −m )×m z c, where m > 0 is chosen as the smallest value such that the number of rectangles in Vx z , κ logmmxx −m , is a positive integer. In the following lemma, it is shown that j there are at least δ log m z paths crossing each rectangle Rx z,x from left to right. It is also shown that there are at least j δ log m x paths crossing each rectangle Rx z,z from bottom to top. Lemma 1: For all κ > 0 and 56 < p < 1 satisfying 1 + λν + κ log(6(1 − p)) < 0, there exists a δ > 0 such that lim Pr{Nx z,x ≤ δ log m z } = 0,



j



where Nx z,x = min j C x z,x , C x z,x is the maximal number of j edge-disjoint left-to-right crossings of rectangle Rx z,x , j = mz nν 5 1, . . . , κ log m z −m , and m z = c . For all κ > 0 and 6 < p < 1 satisfying 1 + νλ + κ log(6(1 − p)) < 0, there exists a δ > 0 such that n→∞



We call that a subcube is open if it contains at least one node, and is closed otherwise. Then, the subcube is open with probability p, or is closed with probability 1 − p. Let us consider a cuboid of side length n λ × c × n ν , where a y-coordinate lies between (i − 1)c and i c for an integer i (refer to the left-hand side of Fig. 2). A vertical λ ν section Vx z that cuts nc × nc subcubes in the cuboid along the x-z plane is depicted in the right-hand side of Fig. 2. The section Vx z is tessellated into subsquares formed by projecting these subcubes onto Vx z . We associate an edge to each square, traversing it diagonally. An associated edge in the square lattice is called open if the corresponding subcube contains at least one node, and is closed otherwise. Each edge is open with probability p, independently of each other. A path is formed by connecting open edges, which are associated to subcubes that contain at least one node. Let us denote the number of subcubes in x, y, and z directions by m x , m y , and m z , respectively. Then, it follows λ μ ν that m x = nc , m y = nc , and m z = nc . Now, as illustrated j in Fig. 3, let us partition Vx z into rectangles Rx z,x of sides m x c × c(κ log m z − m ), where κ > 0 is an arbitrary constant and m > 0 is chosen as the smallest value such that the number of rectangles in Vx z , κ logmmzz −m , is a positive integer.



n→∞



Fig. 3. Many crossing paths that behave almost as straight lines from left to right.



j



where Nx z,z = min j C x z,z , C x z,z is the maximal number j of edge-disjoint bottom-to-top crossings of rectangle Rx z,z , λ j = 1, . . . , κ logmmxx −m , and m x = nc . Proof: Refer to Appendix A. Hence, if we select p sufficiently large, then the percolation highways can be formed along x and z directions. The highways in y direction can be formed by either the section Vx y or Vyz . In what follows, it is assumed that the highways in y direction are formed using horizontal paths in Vyz . Due to the symmetry of the x, y, and z coordinates, as in Lemma 1, one can show that there also exist highways along y direction. This constitutes our highway system in our cuboid network. C. Overall Procedure Similarly as in [30], the overall procedure of the routing protocol in our 3D network is described. Using the highway system in the network, the data packets can be delivered towards any direction in 3D space. The routing protocol under the 3D extended network consists of three phases and is explained as follows: • (Draining phase) The section Vx z perpendicular to y-axis is sliced into horizontal strips of constant width w, independent of n, where we choose w > 0 appropriately such that there are at least as many paths as slices inside each rectangle and thus w = (1). By imposing that nodes in the i th slice use the i th horizontal path for packet delivery, the traffic can evenly be distributed into all highways in a rectangle. Each source in the i th slice transmits its data packets to the entry point on the i th path in x direction, where the entry point is the node on the path closest to the vertical line drawn from the source node, as illustrated in Fig. 4. • (x-highway phase) The packets are delivered along the highways in x direction using MH routing until they reach the interchange point closest to the target highway in y direction.
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Fig. 4.



An illustration of the draining phase of the routing protocol.



achieved in the draining and delivery phases are then derived. The transmission rate achievable along the 3D highways is also shown. Based on the transmission rate in each phase of the percolation-based highway routing, we finally present the achievable throughput scaling. We now establish several important binning lemmas that will be conveniently used in the following two subsections to show our achievability results. Lemma 2: If we partition the cuboid into an integer number l 3 = cn3 of subcubes si of constant side length c, then there are less than log l nodes in each subcube with high probability (whp). Proof: Let An be the event that there is at least one subcube with more than log l nodes. Since the number of nodes in each subcube, |si |, is a Poisson random variable of parameter c3 , by the union and Chernoff bounds, we have Pr{An } ≤ l 3 Pr{|si | > log l}



Fig. 5. An illustration of the highway interchange phase of the routing protocol. In the left figure, the packets on the highway in x direction are delivered to the highway in y direction. In the right figure, the packets on the highway in y direction are delivered to the highway in z direction. The length of the dotted line from A to B is the farthest distance during each interchange step.



•



•



•



•



•



(First highway interchange step) The packets are then delivered from the interchange point on the path in x direction to another interchange point on a path in y direction using single-hop, which is referred to as the first highway interchange step as illustrated in Fig. 5. (y-highway phase) The packets are delivered along the highways in y direction using MH routing until they reach the interchange point closest to the target highway in z direction. (Second highway interchange step) The packets are then delivered from the interchange point on the path in y direction to another interchange point on a path in z direction using single-hop, which is referred to as the second highway interchange step as illustrated in Fig. 5. (z-highway phase) The packets are delivered along the highways in z direction using MH routing until they reach the exit point to the destination. (Delivery phase) The section Vx z perpendicular to y-axis is sliced into vertical strips of constant width w > 0 as in the draining phase. The packets are delivered from the exit point to the destination, where the exit point is the node on the path in z direction closest to the horizontal line drawn from the destination. IV. ACHIEVABILITY R ESULTS



In this section, for two fundamental path-loss attenuation models (i.e., exponential and polynomial decay models), the achievable throughput scaling laws are analyzed in the 3D erasure network of unit node density. For each decay model, the achievability proof is provided according to the following steps. The transmission rate R(d) at which a node transmits to any destination located within given distance d > 0 is shown first. Using this rate, the transmission rates



e−c (c3 e)log l log l log l  3 log l c e 3 −c3 =l e log l  3 4 log l c e 3 = e−c , log l 3



≤ l3



which approaches zero as l tend to infinity. This completes the proof of this lemma. Lemma 3: If we partition the cuboid of side length ν n λ × c × n ν into an integer number nw of cuboids Ci of side length n λ × c × w, then there are less than 2cwn λ nodes in each cuboid Ci whp. Proof: Let Bn be the event that there is at least one cuboid with more than 2cwn λ nodes. Since the number of nodes in each cuboid, |Ci |, is a Poisson random variable of parameter cwn λ , by the union and Chernoff bounds, we have nν Pr{|Ci | > 2cwn λ } w λ n ν −cwnλ (ecwn λ )2cwn e ≤ λ w (2cwn λ )2cwn n ν −cwnλ  e 2cwnλ e = w 2  √ 2cwnλ ν n e = , w 2



Pr{Bn } ≤



which approaches zero as n tends to infinity. This completes the proof of this lemma. A. Achievable Throughput Scaling Under the Exponential Decay Model Under the exponential decay model, as shown in (1), the probability of successful transmission decays exponentially with a distance between two nodes. The transmission rate R(d) at which a node transmits to any destination located within given distance d > 0 is first derived by using a TDMA operation, which is applied to avoid causing any huge interference. In our work, the TDMA scheme that finds the appropriate
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number of required time slots plays a key role in obtaining the optimal scaling result. Lemma 4: Under the decay exponential model, there exists an R(d) > 0 for any integer d > 0, such that, in each cube, there is a node that can transmit at rate R(d) to any destination located within distance d whp. Furthermore, as d tends to infinity, we have R(d) = (d −3 γ



√ 2cd



),



where c > 0 is the side length of subcubes (see Fig. 1). Proof: Suppose that, based on the t-TDMA scheme, the time is divided into a sequence of t successive slots with t = (k(d + 1))3 , where k > 0 is a constant (which will be specified later). Then, at each time slot, multiple nodes that are at least distance (t 1/3 − 1)c away from each other transmit simultaneously, where c is the side length of each subcube si . A symbol transmitted from one node can be decoded successfully if the symbol is not erased and the other symbols from interfering nodes are all erased. Since there are (2i + 1)3 − (2i − 1)3 = 2(12i 2 + 1) interfering nodes whose distance from the intended receiver is given by (ki −1)(d +1)c in the i th layer, the probability PI that the symbol from at least one of the simultaneously interfering nodes is not erased is given by PI ≤



∞ 



2(12i 2 + 1)γ (ki−1)(d+1)c



i=1



≤



∞ 



2(12i 2 + i 2 )γ (ki−i)(d+1)c



Now, the achievable transmission rate in the draining and delivery phases of the routing protocol is derived in the following lemma. Lemma 5: Suppose a 3D erasure network of size length n λ ×n μ ×n ν under the exponential decay model. In the draining phase,every node in a cube can achieve a transmission rate √ − 2cκν −4 ∗ to a certain node on the highway of  (log n) n d system whp, where d ∗ > 0 is the critical distance such that ∗ γ d = e−d/d . In the delivery phase, every destination node can successfully receive information from the highway with   √ 2cκλ − whp. rate  (log n)−4 n d ∗ Proof: Let us first focus on analyzing the transmission rate in the draining phase. We note that the distance between √ sources and entry points is never greater than c(κ log m z + 2) from Lemma 1 and the triangle inequality. From Lemma 4, we obtain that one node per cube can communicate with its entry point at rate   √ nν √ + 2 , R(κ log m z + 2) = R κ log c which is further lower-bounded by ⎛ √ ⎞   √ nν nν − d2cκ ∗ log c e γ 2cκ log c ⎠ = ⎝  ν 3 ν 3 κ log nc κ log nc ⎛ √ ⎞ − 2cκν d∗ n ⎠. = ⎝ (log n)3



i=1



= 26



∞ 



i 2 γ (k−1)c(d+1)i



i=1



26x(1 + x) = ≤ 1, (1 − x)3



(3)



where x = γ (k−1)c(d+1).



(4)



Using (3), we have x 3 + 23x 2 + 29x − 1 ≤ 0. Hence, from (3) and (4), it follows that the probability PI is less than one if log2 y , k ≥1+ c(d + 1) log2 γ where y > 0 is the greatest root of the equation x 3 + between 23x 2 + 29x − 1 = 0. From the fact that the distance  the transmitter and the receiver is at most c 2(d + 1)2 + 1, the probability that a symbol from the intended transmitter is not erased is given by √ 2 γ c 2(d+1) +1 . Finally, using the t-TDMA with t = (d 3√) time slots leads to the achievable transmission rate (d −3 γ 2cd ) in each cube, which completes the proof of this lemma.



Now we note that, as there are possibly many nodes in the subcubes, the nodes have to share their assigned bandwidth. Hence, using Lemma 2, we finally obtain that the transmission rate of each node in the  draining phase of our protocol is 1/3 at least R(d)/ log n c . The achievable transmission rate in the delivery phase can be derived in a similar way, which completes the proof of this lemma. Next, we establish the two lemmas below, which show the transmission rate along the highways in three Cartesian directions and the transmission rate during the interchange steps. Lemma 6: Suppose a 3D erasure network of size length n λ × n μ × n ν under the exponential decay model. The nodes along the highways in x, y, and z directions can 







achieve 



per-node transmission rate of  n −λ ,  n −μ ,  n −ν , respectively, whp. Proof: We divide the whole highway into three routes according to x, y, and z directions. Let us start by considering the traffic flow in x direction. Let a node be sitting on the i th x-directional highway and compute the traffic that goes through it. Notice that, at most, the node will relay all the traffic generated in the i th cuboid of side length n λ × c × w. According to Lemma 3, a node on the x-directional highway must relay the traffic for at most 2cwn λ nodes. As the maximal distance between hops is constant, i.e., (1), by Lemma 4, an achievable transmission rate along the highways is (n −λ ) whp.
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The problem of the traffic flow in y and z directions is the dual of the previous one. Thus, we can apply the same argument to compute the transmission rate achieved by each node on the y- and z-directional highways. This completes the proof of this lemma. Lemma 7: Suppose a 3D erasure network of size length n λ × n μ × n ν under the exponential decay model. During the first interchange step, every node on the highway in x √direction 2cκν 



can achieve a transmission rate of  (log n)−4 n − d ∗ to a certain node on the highway in y direction whp, where ∗ d ∗ > 0 is the critical distance such that γ d = e−d/d . During the second interchange step, every node on the highway in y √direction can achieve a transmission rate of 2cκν 



to a certain node on the highway in z  (log n)−4 n − d ∗ direction whp. Proof: Let us first focus on the case where the packet is delivered from one interchange point on the highway in x direction to another interchange point on the highway in y direction (i.e., the fist interchange step). We note that the distance between √ interchange points is never greater than c(κ log m z + 2) from Lemma 1 and the triangle inequality, as illustrated in Fig. 5. From Lemma 4, we obtain that one node per cube can communicate with its entry point at rate   √ nν √ + 2 R(κ log m z + 2) = R κ log c  √ ν  2cκ log nc γ = ν 3 κ log nc ⎞ ⎛ √ 2cκ nν e− d ∗ log c ⎠ = ⎝ ν 3 κ log nc ⎞ ⎛ √ − 2cκν d∗ n ⎠. = ⎝ (ν log n)3 From the fact that there are possibly many nodes in the subcubes, using Lemma 2, we finally obtain that the transmission rate of each node in the first exchange step of the 3D highway 1/3 phase is at least R(d)/ log( n c ). The achievable transmission rate in the second interchange step can be derived in a similar way. This completes the proof of this lemma. Using the aforementioned lemmas, we finally present the achievable throughput scaling for the exponential decay model in the 3D erasure network in the following theorem. Theorem 1: Suppose a 3D erasure network of size length n λ ×n μ ×n ν with unit node density under the exponential decay model, where the probability of successful transmission decays exponentially as in (1). Then, the aggregate throughput Tn is lower-bounded by Tn = (n min{1−λ,1−μ,1−ν} ). Proof: From Lemmas 5–7, the overall per-node transmission rate is limited by the highway phase only if √ 2cκ max{λ, ν} < min{λ, μ, ν}, (5) d∗ where c > 0 is the side length of subcubes (refer to Fig. 1). We can choose c and κ such that the highways are formed as in
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Lemma 1 and (5) is satisfied. Therefore,



the aggregate throughsince the minimum rate put is given by  n min{1−λ,1−μ,1−ν} 



along the highways is  n − max{λ,μ,ν} , which completes the proof of Theorem 1. From the achievability result for the exponential decay model, the following interesting observations can be made. Remark 1: Under the exponential decay model, if we use the nearest-neighbor MH routing [2] instead of the percolationbased highway routing, then we cannot achieve a constant throughput scaling (1) for each hop. This is because, under the nearest-neighbor MH routing protocol, the probability of successful transmission decays exponentially with the distance while per-hop distance increases in logarithmic scale. Remark 2: For a cubic network where λ = μ = ν = 13 , it is shown under the exponential decay model that the achievable throughput √scaling (n 2/3 ) is higher than the throughput scaling ( n) in 2D square erasure networks [36]. As in the 2D network topology, a bottleneck of data transmission in the 3D network is the transmission along the highways. Since there are additional orthogonal directions in 3D space compared to the 2D network case, the burden of packet forwarding can be significantly reduced in 3D space, thereby resulting in a higher performance on the throughput. In other words, compared to 2D space, more geographic diversity can be exploited via 3D geolocation while generating more simultaneous end-to-end percolation highways is possible. Remark 3: Let us consider a 3D network configuration whose height is constant, i.e. does not scale with n, by setting λ = μ = 12 and ν = 0. From √ Theorem 1, the aggregate throughput is given by Tn = ( n), which is essentially the same as the 2D network case. Thus, our result is general in the sense that it includes the existing achievability result obtained from 2D space. B. Achievable Throughput Scaling Under the Polynomial Decay Model Besides the exponential decay model, in which the probability of successful transmission decays exponentially with a distance between two nodes, another fundamental path-loss attenuation model is the polynomial decay model, where the probability of successful transmission decays polynomially with a distance between two nodes, as shown in (2). We first derive the transmission rate R(d) for a given distance d based on the TDMA operation. Lemma 8: Under the polynomial decay model, there exists an R(d) > 0 for any integer d > 0, such that, in each cube, there is a node that can transmit at rate R(d) to any destination located within distance d whp. Furthermore, as d tends to infinity, we have R(d) = (d −α−3 ), where α > 3. Proof: Similarly as in the exponential decay model, suppose that the time is divided into a sequence of t successive slots with t = (k(d + 1))3 . According to the same argument as the proof of Lemma 4, we obtain that there are 2(12i 2 + 1) interfering nodes whose distance from the intended receiver is
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given by (ki − 1)(d + 1)c in the i th layer, where c > 0 is the side length of subcubes (refer to Fig. 1). Thus, the probability PI that the symbol from at least one of the simultaneously interfering nodes is not erased is given by PI ≤



∞  i=1



=



2(12i 2 + 1) ((ki − 1)(d + 1)c)α



∞  2(12i 2 + 1) 1 (c(d + 1))α (ki − 1)α i=1



1 = (c(d + 1))α   2(12 · 12 + 1) 2(12 · 22 + 1) 2(12 · 32 +1) · + + + · · · (k · 1−1)α (k · 2 − 1)α (k · 3−1)α 1 ≤ (c(d + 1))α   2(12 · 12 +1) 2(12 · 22 +1) 2(12 · 32 + 1) · + + + · · · (k −1)α kα (2k)α ∞  1 2(12 · 12 + 1) 2(12(i +1)2 + 1) + = (c(d +1))α (k −1)α (c(d + 1))α (ki )α i=1



=



26 ((k − 1)c(d + 1))α  ∞   12 2 24 13 + + + α (kc(d + 1))α i α−2 i α−1 i i=1



26 ≤ ((k − 1)c(d + 1))α



 ∞   2 24 13 12 + + ((k − 1)c(d + 1))α i α−2 i α−1 iα i=1   ∞   2 24 13 12 = + + α 13 + , ((k − 1)c(d + 1))α i α−2 i α−1 i +



i=1



where k > 1 and the sum in the last equality converges when  ∞  12 24 13 . α > 3. Let K α denote the term + + α i=1 i α−2 i i α−1 Then, given the value of α > 3, the probability PI is shown to be less than one when the value of k is set to k >1+



(2(13 + K α ))1/α . c(d + 1)



Hence, it follows that  3 (2(13 + K α ))1/α t > d +1+ . c Due to the fact that the distance  between the transmitter and the receiver is at most c 2(d + 1)2 + 1, the probability −α symbol is not erased is given  that a transmitted 2 . Finally, using the t-TDMA with by c 2(d + 1) + 1 t = (d 3 ) time slots, we have that the transmission rate available in each cube is (d −α−3 ), which completes the proof of this lemma. In the following lemma, the achievable transmission rate in the draining and delivery phases of the routing protocol is derived for the polynomial decay model.
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Lemma 9: Suppose a 3D erasure network of size length n λ × n μ × n ν under the polynomial decay model. In the draining phase, when α >



in a cube can achieve 3, every node a transmission rate of  (log n)−4−α to a certain node on the highway system whp. In the delivery phase, when α > 3, every destination node can successfully receive information from the 



highway with rate  (log n)−4−α whp. Proof: Let us focus on analyzing the transmission rate in the draining phase. From Lemma 8 and the fact that the distance between √ sources and entry points is never greater than c(κ log m z + 2), one node per cube can communicate with its entry point at rate   √ √ nν R(κ log m z + 2) = R κ log √ + 2 2c ⎛ ⎞ 1 ⎜ ⎟ =  ⎝ 3+α ⎠ ν κ log √n 2c   1 . = (log n)3+α Hence, using Lemma 2, we conclude that the transmission rate of each node in the draining phase of our protocol is at 1/3 least R(d)/ log( n c ). The achievable transmission rate in the delivery phase can be similarly derived, which completes the proof of this lemma. Next, we establish the following two lemmas, which show the transmission rate along the highways in three Cartesian directions and the transmission rate during the interchange steps. Lemma 10: Suppose a 3D erasure network of size length n λ × n μ × n ν under the polynomial decay model. The nodes along the highways in x, y, and z directions can 







achieve 



per-node transmission rate of  n −λ ,  n −μ ,  n −ν , respectively, whp. The proof of this lemma essentially follows the same line as that of Lemma 6 and thus is omitted for brevity. Lemma 11: Suppose a 3D erasure network of size length n λ × n μ × n ν under the polynomial decay model. During each interchange step, when α > 3, every node on the highway in one direction (x or y direction) can achieve a transmission rate of  (log n)−4−α to a certain node on the highway in other direction (y or z direction) whp. Proof: Let us focus on the fist interchange step. The distance between √ these two interchange points is never greater than c(κ log m z + 2) from Lemma 1 and the triangle inequality, as illustrated in Fig. 5. From Lemma 4, one node per cube can communicate with its entry point at rate   √ √ nν R(κ log m z + 2) = R κ log √ + 2 2c ⎛ ⎞ 1 ⎜ ⎟ =  ⎝ 3+α ⎠ ν n κ log √ 2c   1 = . (log n)3+α
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As in the proof of Lemma 7, the transmission rate of each node in the first exchange step of the 3D highway phase is lower1/3 bounded by R(d)/ log( n c ). The achievable transmission rate in the second exchange step can be derived in a similar way, which completes the proof of this lemma. Finally, we are ready to analyze the achievable throughput scaling for the polynomial decay model in the 3D erasure network. Theorem 2: Suppose a 3D erasure network of size length n λ ×n μ ×n ν with unit node density under the polynomial decay model, where the probability of successful transmission decays polynomially as in (2). Then, when α > 3, the aggregate throughput Tn is lower-bounded by   Tn =  n min{1−λ,1−μ,1−ν} . Proof: From Lemmas 9–11, the overall per-node transmission rate is limited by the highway phase. As in Lemma 1, one can determine c and κ such that the highways are formed. Therefore, the aggregate throughput is given by  n min{1−λ,1−μ,1−ν} since 



the minimum rate along the highways is  n − max{λ,μ,ν} , which completes the proof of Theorem 2. From the achievability result for the polynomial decay model, the following interesting observations can be made. Remark 4: Unlike the case of the exponential decay model, it can be shown that, under the polynomial decay model, using the nearest-neighbor MH routing leads to the same throughput scaling behavior as that of the percolation-based highway routing within a polylogarithmic factor. Remark 5: Let us recall the scaling results for wireless Gaussian channels, in which the received signal power decays polynomially with distance. When a cubic network is assumed, i.e., λ = μ = ν = 13 , under the polynomial decay model in the 3D erasure network, the same achievable throughput scaling is achieved as in the 3D Gaussian network scenario [30] using a routing protocol based on the percolation theory. We remark that, in 2D networks, using a percolation-based highway routing in the erasure network model [39] achieves the same throughput scaling law as that of the Gaussian network model based on the percolation theory [4], which is consistent with the achievability result in 3D space. V. C UT-S ET U PPER B OUNDS In this section, to verify the order optimality of our achievability in Section IV, information-theoretic cut-set upper bounds [42] are derived for a 3D erasure network of unit node density. We consider three cut planes L x , L y , and L z that are perpendicular to x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively. Upper bounds under the cut planes L x , L y , and L z are denoted by Tn,x , Tn,y , and Tn,z . By the max-flow min-cut theorem, the aggregate throughput Tn is then bounded by Tn ≤ min{Tn,x , Tn,y , Tn,z }. In what follows, we focus only on an analysis obtained from the cut plane L x . The other results from L y and L z can be similarly derived.



Fig. 6.



The sources and the partition of destinations with cut L x .



Consider a cut plane L x that divides the 3D network into two equal halves, each of which contains n/2 nodes, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The set of destinations, D L ,x , is further (1) (2) partitioned into two groups D L ,x and D L ,x according to their locations. Here, D (1) L ,x denote the sets of destinations located on the cuboid with width one immediately to the right of the cut (2) (1) (1) plane, and D L ,x is given by D L ,x \D L ,x . Note that the set D L ,x of destinations located very close to the cut plane L x are taken into account separately since, otherwise, their contribution to the aggregate throughput will be excessive, resulting in a loose bound. We start from the following lemma, in which the cutset bound for erasure networks is characterized assuming no interference, leading to an upper bound on the performance. Lemma 12 [31]: For an erasure network divided into two sets SL ,x and D L ,x , the cut-set bound on the aggregate throughput Tn is given by ⎛ ⎞   ⎝1 − ki ⎠, Tn ≤ (6) i∈S L,x



k∈D L,x



where ki is the erasure probability between source i ∈ SL ,x and destination k ∈ D L ,x . Using the characteristics of random node distribution establishes the following binning lemma. Lemma 13: Let the 3D network volume be divided into n cubes of unit volume. Then, there are less than log n nodes inside all cubes whp. Proof: This lemma can be proved by slightly modifying the proof of [4, Lemma 1]. The cut-set upper bound on the aggregate throughput Tn is given by Tn ≤ Tn(1) + Tn(2) , (1)



(2)



where Tn and Tn denote the throughputs from the set of (1) sources, SL ,x , to the sets of corresponding destinations, D L ,x (1) and D (2) from nodes L ,x , respectively. The contribution to Tn (1) in D L ,x is no greater than one for each node. Since there are no more than n μ+ν log n nodes in D (1) L ,x from Lemma 13, (1) the throughput for the set D L ,x is upper-bounded by Tn(1) = O(n μ+ν log n).
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Proof: We start by assuming a regular network having one node at each unit cube vertex. We first consider the cut plane L x . Suppose that the left-hand side nodes are located at positions (−i l + 1, jl , kl ) and those on the right-hand side are (2) located at positions (i r , jr , kr ). Substituting (1) into (7), Tn is bounded by



Fig. 7. The displacement of the nodes inside the cubes to vertices, indicated by arrows.



Hence, from (6), an upper bound on Tn is given by ⎛ ⎞   ⎜ ⎟ Tn ≤ a0 n μ+ν log n + ki ⎠ ⎝1 − i∈S L,x



≤ a0 n μ+ν log n +











Tn(2)   ≤ γ dki ≤ =



k∈D (2) L,x



 



(1 − ki ).



(7)



u=1 i∈ Ju k∈D (2) L,x



As depicted in Fig. 7, as we move the nodes that lie in each cube of Jm together with the nodes in the cubes of D (2) L ,x (2) onto the vertex indicated by the arrows, Tn increases since this node displacement leads to a decrement of the Euclidean distance between the associated nodes. Since there are no more than log n nodes in each unit cube, the modification results in a regular network with at most log n nodes at each cube vertex on the left and at most 4 log n nodes at each cube (2) vertex on the right. Thus, the throughput Tn is less than the quantity achieved for a regular network with log n nodes at each left-hand side vertex and 4 log n nodes at each righthand side vertex. In the following two subsections, we derive upper bounds on the aggregate capacity according to the two path-loss attenuation models. A. Upper Bound Under the Exponential Decay Model In this subsection, we present a cut-set upper bound on the capacity for the exponential decay model by considering the network transformation to a regular network. Theorem 3: Suppose a 3D erasure network of size length n λ × n μ × n ν with unit node density under the exponential decay model, where the probability of successful transmission decays exponentially as in (1). Then, the aggregate throughput is upper-bounded by Tn = O(n min{1−λ,1−μ,1−ν} (log n)2 ).



≤



ν



n 



γ ((il +ir −1)



2 +( j − j )2 +(k −k )2 )1/2 r r l l



il =1,ir =1 jl =1, jr =1 kl =1,kr =1 λ /2 n nμ  nν 



⎝



where a0 > 0 is some constant independent of n. In order to derive an upper bound on Tn(2) , we would like to consider the network transformation resulting in a regular network with at most log n nodes in each subcube of unit volume, similarly as in [10] and [24]. In this case, we can construct the resulting regular network in which two neighboring nodes are regularly 1 unit of distance apart from each other. Let us divide the left half of the network into n μ+ν cuboids of side length 12 n λ × 1 × 1. Let Ju denote the uth cuboid of SL ,x ,  μ+ν (2) i.e., SL ,x = nu=1 Ju . Then, Tn is bounded by Tn(2) ≤



μ



n 



i⎛ r =1 jr =1 kr =1 λ /2 n nμ  nν 



(1 − ki ),



i∈S L,x k∈D (2) L,x



μ+ν n



i∈S L k∈D L λ /2 n



⎞ γ



((il +ir −1)2 +( jl − jr )2 +(kl −kr )2 )1/2



⎠



il =1 jl =1 kl =1 λ /2 n nμ  nν  i r =1 jr =1 kr =1  ∞  a1 (3i r2 + 6i r v − 3i r + 3v 2 − 3v + 1)γ ir +v−1



≤ =



v=1 λ /2 n nμ  nν 



∞ 



 a1 (3i r2



ir =1 jr =1 kr =1 v=1 λ /2 n nμ  nν   a2i r2 γ ir ir =1 jr =1 kr =1 



+ 6i r v + 4v )γ 2



ir +v−1



1 1 + a3i r γ ir 1−γ (1 − γ )2



(1 + γ ) (1 − γ )3 λ /2 μ n n nν     = a5i r2 γ ir + a6i r γ ir + a7 γ ir + a4 γ ir
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ir =1 jr =1 kr =1 λ /2 n  n μ+ν a5i r2 γ ir ir =1 ∞   n μ+ν a5i r2 γ ir ir =1 



≤n



μ+ν



+ a6i r γ ir + a7 γ ir + a6i r γ ir + a7 γ ir



 



 γ (1 + γ ) γ γ + a6 + a7 a5 , (1 − γ )3 (1 − γ )2 1−γ



(8)



where {ai }7i=1 are positive constants, independent of n. Next, using the fact that our 3D random network is transformed to the regular network with log n nodes at each lefthand side vertex and 4 log n nodes at each right-hand side (2) vertex, Tn is finally upper-bounded by Tn(2) ≤ 4(log n)2 n μ+ν   γ (1 + γ ) γ γ , · a5 + a6 + a7 (1 − γ )3 (1 − γ )2 1−γ resulting in Tn(2) = O(n μ+ν (log n)2 ). Since Tn ≤ Tn(1) + Tn(2) and Tn(1) = O(n μ+ν log n), it follows that Tn = O(n μ+ν (log n)2 ). If the cuboid is divided into two equal halves by other two cut planes L y and L z , then the corresponding upper bounds on
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the aggregate throughput are given by Tn = O(n λ+ν (log n)2 ) and Tn = O(n λ+μ (log n)2 ), respectively, in a similar fashion. In consequence, by taking the minimum of three upper bound results, it follows that Tn = O(n min{μ+ν,λ+ν,λ+μ} (log n)2 ) = O(n min{1−λ,1−μ,1−ν} (log n)2 ), which completes the proof of Theorem 3. From Theorems 1 and 3, the following discussion is made. Remark 6: Under the exponential model in the 3D erasure network, the upper bound matches the achievable throughput scaling using the percolation-based 3D highway routing protocol within a polylogarithmic factor. We also remark that, unlike the case of Gaussian network models, the use of the hierarchical cooperation [10] or any sophisticated multiuser detection scheme is not needed to improve the achievable throughput scaling. B. Upper Bound Under the Polynomial Decay Model In this subsection, we present a cut-set upper bound on the capacity for the polynomial decay model. The proof techniques are basically similar to those for the exponential decay model. Theorem 4: Suppose a 3D erasure network of size length n λ × n μ × n ν with unit node density under the polynomial decay model, where the probability of successful transmission decays polynomially as in (2). Then, when α > 3, the total throughput Tn is upper-bounded by Tn = O(n min{1−λ,1−μ,1−ν} (log n)2 ). Proof: Let us first assume a regular network having one node at each unit cube vertex. We start by considering the cut plane L x . Suppose that the left-hand side nodes are located at positions (−i l + 1, jl , kl ) and those on the right-hand side are located at positions (i r , jr , kr ). Substituting (2) into (7), Tn(2) is then bounded by Tn(2)   1 ≤ α dki ≤
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(9)



where {ai }4i=1 are positive constants, independent of n. Here, (a) follows from the fact that i r v ≤ i r + v − 1. Next, by using the regular network with log n nodes at each left-hand side vertex and 4 log n nodes at each right-hand side (2) vertex, Tn is finally upper-bounded by  ∞   a3 a4 a2 Tn(2) ≤ 4(log n)2 n μ+ν + + , α−2 α−1 i rα i i r r i =1 r



(2)



thus resulting in Tn = O(n μ+ν (log n)2 ) when α > 3. Since (1) (2) (1) Tn ≤ Tn + Tn and Tn = O(n μ+ν log n), it follows that μ+ν 2 (log n) ) when α > 3. Tn = O(n If the cuboid is divided into two equal halves by other two cut planes L y and L z , then the corresponding upper bounds are given by Tn = O(n λ+ν (log n)2 ) and Tn = O(n λ+μ (log n)2 ), respectively, for α > 3. Therefore, by taking the minimum of three upper bound results, we have Tn = O(n min{μ+ν,λ+ν,λ+μ} (log n)2 ) = O(n min{1−λ,1−μ,1−ν} (log n)2 ) for α > 3, which completes the proof of Theorem 4. By comparing the results in Theorems 1–4, we have the following observations. Remark 7: It turns out that the upper bounds for both erasure channel models are of the same order. Moreover, it is shown that the upper bound for the polynomial decay model also matches the corresponding achievable throughput scaling within a polylogarithmic factor when α > 3; that is, the routing protocol based on the percolation theory is order-optimal for all operating regimes under the exponential decay model and for α > 3 under the polynomial decay model. VI. E XTENSION TO THE D ENSE N ETWORK S CENARIO So far, we have considered extended networks, where the density of nodes is fixed and the network volume scales as n. In this section, as another network configuration, we consider a dense erasure network, where n nodes are uniformly and independently distributed in a cuboid of unit volume, and show its capacity scaling laws. First, we would like to address the Gaussian channel setup. In extended 3D Gaussian networks, the Euclidean distance between nodes is increased by a factor of n 1/3 , compared to the dense network case, and hence for the same transmit powers, the received powers are all decreased by a certain factor. Equivalently, by re-scaling space, an extended Gaussian network can be regarded as a dense Gaussian network with the average per-node power constraint reduced to a certain factor instead of full power while the received signal-to-interferenceand-noise ratios are maintained as (1) (refer to [10, Sec. V] for more details). In the light of the above observation made in Gaussian networks, in the dense erasure network, the channel models in
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(1) and (2) need to be changed in such a way that the distance dki between nodes i and k is scaled up to dki n 1/3 , which results in the same erasure events at the receiver (i.e., the same received signal power) for both network configurations. More precisely, in the dense erasure network, we use the following 1/3 erasure probabilities ki = 1 − γ dki n and ki = 1 − (d n11/3 )α ki



for the exponential and polynomial decay models, respectively. Now, let us show the achievability result in the dense network. It is obvious to see that the achievable transmission rates R(d) within distance d are the same as Lemmas 4 and 8 since the number of required time slots in the t-TDMA scheme has still the same order. Therefore, the achievable throughput scaling laws for the dense network are the same as those for the extended network shown in Theorems 1 and 2. Let us turn to showing the upper bound results in the dense 1 network. Since the distance between nodes is re-scaled by n1/3 , we can similarly use the bounding technique as in (8) and (9). Thus, the upper bounds for both exponential and polynomial decay models are the same as Theorems 3 and 4, respectively. In consequence, the capacity scaling laws for the extended erasure network still hold for the dense erasure network. VII. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS The capacity scaling was completely characterized for a general 3D erasure random network using two fundamental path-loss attenuation models, i.e., the polynomial and exponential decay models for the erasure probability. For the two erasure models, achievable throughput scaling laws were derived by introducing the 3D percolation highway system, where packets are delivered through the highways in x, y, and z directions. Our result indicated that the achievable throughput scaling in 3D space is much greater than that in 2D space since more geographic diversity can be exploited in 3D space. Cut-set upper bounds were also analyzed along with the network transformation argument. It turned out that the upper bounds match the achievable throughput scaling laws within a polylogarithmic factor for all operating regimes under the exponential decay model and for α > 3 under the polynomial decay model. Further investigation of the capacity scaling law for 3D erasure networks in the presence of node mobility remains for future work. Suggestions for further research also include characterizing the capacity scaling when α ≤ 3 under the polynomial decay model. A PPENDIX A P ROOF OF L EMMA 1 The proof of this lemma essentially follows that of [4, Th. 5] with a slight modification. Since the event of having j a left-to-right crossing of Rx z,x is an increasing event (see [4, Appendix I] for the explanation of the increasing event), for all 0 < p < p < 1, we have δ log m z  p j 1 − Pr{C x z,x > δ log m z } ≤ p − p



j↔



× (1 − Pp (Rx z,x )), j↔



where Rx z,x is the event that there exists a left-to-right crossing j j↔ of rectangle Rx z,x and Pp (Rx z,x ) is the probability that the



j↔



event Rx z,x occurs when the probability of an open edge is given by p. For p > 23 , we have 4 −(κ log m z −m )(− log(3(1− p)))) Pp (Rxi↔ z,x ) ≥ 1 − (m x + 1)e 3 4 κ log(3(1− p)) ≥ 1 − (m x + 1)m z (3(1 − p))−m , 3 where the first inequality follows from the same argument as in the proof of [4, Proposition 2]. By letting p = 2 p − 1, it is seen that p > 23 due to p > 56 . From [4, Lemma 6], we thus have Pr{C xi z,x ≤ δ log m z } δ log m z  4 p κ log(3(1− p )) (m x + 1)m z (3(1 − p ))−m ≤ 



p− p 3 δ log p +κ log(6(1− p)) 4 ≤ (m x + 1)m z 1− p (6(1 − p))−m . 3 The probability of having at most δ log m z edge-disjoint left-to-right crossings in every rectangle Rxi z,x is given by Pr{Nx z,x ≤ δ log m z }  mz  κ log m z −m = Pr{C xi z,x ≤ δ log m z }  δ log p +κ log(6(1− p)) 4 (m x + 1)m z 1− p ≤ 3



mz × (6(1 − p))−m κ log m z −m  δ log p +κ log(6(1− p)) 1 4 ((m z )λ/ν ν/λ + 1)m z 1− p = 3 c
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